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The ongoing storage, processing and management of healthcare documents is a

logistical nightmare and with patient confidentiality and care a top priority its

effectiveness is key.

With DocuWare you can improve healthcare processes, efficiency, compliance and

profits - all by storing documents and information automatically. Not only that, you

will have instant access; anytime, anywhere.

Utilising document management software means private and public healthcare

professionals can create electronic patient records, increasing security and

minimising the potential for lost information. 

With administrative tasks in hospitals, clinics, care homes and private practices

reduced, professionals are free to provide much improved patient care.
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Discover how Keeley Travis and DocuWare

can transform your healthcare business today.
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Creates certainty - replaces paper, confusing network folders and even email,

providing a single type of document storage

Web-based solution - so documents are available at all times from any location

Track every change made to a document, minimising the risk of costly mistakes

No loss, damage or theft of documents - they are all backed up and preserved

Respects confidentiality - access given ONLY to the right people, based on role

Greater efficiency in workflow - share, track and manage projects from

anywhere, in real time

Improved ROI - streamlined projects running on time, within budget
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Why does the healthcare industry use DocuWare?
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Discover how Keeley Travis can drive your digital transformation

By implementing a safe, secure digital solution to automate many of the manual

processes that affect your business on a daily basis you will benefit from a more

efficient workflow process, much improved patient care and a happier, more

productive staff.

Our solutions can take your processes paperless, significantly improving efficiency

and patient care. 

Consider this. Each day you and your staff have to deal with countless paper

documents, emails and other electronic files, all of which will end up in filing cabinets,

shared network drives and locked email accounts. 

Staying on top of all this information and, more importantly, knowing where it all is is

a huge challenge that can be as demoralising as it is thankless, leading to low

productivity and morale.

Discover how Keeley Travis and DocuWare

can transform your healthcare business today.
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